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The Interface Concepts And Design
User Interface Design and Evaluation provides an overview of the user-centered design field. It illustrates the benefits of a user-centered approach to the design
of software, computer systems, and websites. The book provides clear and practical discussions of requirements gathering, developing interaction design from
user requirements, and user interface evaluation. The book's coverage includes established HCI topics—for example, visibility, affordance, feedback, metaphors,
mental models, and the like—combined with practical guidelines for contemporary designs and current trends, which makes for a winning combination. It
provides a clear presentation of ideas, illustrations of concepts, using real-world applications. This book will help readers develop all the skills necessary for
iterative user-centered design, and provides a firm foundation for user interface design and evaluation on which to build. It is ideal for seasoned professionals in
user interface design and usability engineering (looking for new tools with which to expand their knowledge); new people who enter the HCI field with no prior
educational experience; and software developers, web application developers, and information appliance designers who need to know more about interaction
design and evaluation. Co-published by the Open University, UK. Covers the design of graphical user interfaces, web sites, and interfaces for embedded systems.
Full color production, with activities, projects, hundreds of illustrations, and industrial applications.
User Interfaces for All is the first book dedicated to the issues of Universal Design and Universal Access in the field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI).
Universal Design (or Design for All) is an inclusive and proactive approach seeking to accommodate diversity in the users and usage contexts of interactive
products, applications, and services, starting from the design phase of the development life cycle. The ongoing paradigm shift toward a knowledge-intensive
information society is already bringing about radical changes in the way people work and interact with each other and with information. The requirement for
Universal Design stems from the growing impact of the fusion of the emerging technologies, and from the different dimensions of diversity, which are intrinsic
to the information society. This book unfolds the various aspects of this ongoing evolution from a variety of viewpoints. It's a collection of 30 chapters written by
leading international authorities, affiliated with academic, research, and industrial organizations, and non-market institutions. The book provides a
comprehensive overview of the state of the art in the field, and includes contributions from a variety of theoretical and applied disciplines and research themes.
This book can also be used for teaching purposes in HCI courses at the undergraduate as well as graduate level. Students will be introduced to the human-,
organizational-, and technology-oriented dimensions that call for a departure from traditional approaches to user interface development. Students will also get
an overview of novel methods, techniques, tools, and frameworks for the design, implementation, and evaluation of user interfaces that are universally
accessible and usable by the broadest possible end-user population. This comprehensive book is targeted to a broad readership, including HCI researchers, user
interface designers, computer scientists, software engineers, ergonomists and usability engineers, Human Factors researchers and practitioners, organizational
psychologists, system/product designers, sociologists, policy- and decision makers, scientists in government, industry and education, as well as assistive
technology and rehabilitation experts.
Brave NUI World is the first practical guide for designing touch- and gesture-based user interfaces. Written by the team from Microsoft that developed the multitouch, multi-user Surface® tabletop product, it introduces the reader to natural user interfaces (NUI). It gives readers the necessary tools and information to
integrate touch and gesture practices into daily work, presenting scenarios, problem solving, metaphors, and techniques intended to avoid making mistakes.
This book considers diverse user needs and context, real world successes and failures, and the future of NUI. It presents thirty scenarios, giving practitioners a
multitude of considerations for making informed design decisions and helping to ensure that missteps are never made again. The book will be of value to game
designers as well as practitioners, researchers, and students interested in learning about user experience design, user interface design, interaction design,
software design, human computer interaction, human factors, information design, and information architecture. Provides easy-to-apply design guidance for the
unique challenge of creating touch- and gesture-based user interfaces Considers diverse user needs and context, real world successes and failures, and a look
into the future of NUI Presents thirty scenarios, giving practitioners a multitude of considerations for making informed design decisions and helping to ensure
that missteps are never made again
This book is a comprehensive and authoritative guide to voice user interface (VUI) design. The VUI is perhaps the most critical factor in the success of any
automated speech recognition (ASR) system, determining whether the user experience will be satisfying or frustrating, or even whether the customer will
remain one. This book describes a practical methodology for creating an effective VUI design. The methodology is scientifically based on principles in linguistics,
psychology, and language technology, and is illustrated here by examples drawn from the authors' work at Nuance Communications, the market leader in ASR
development and deployment. The book begins with an overview of VUI design issues and a description of the technology. The authors then introduce the major
phases of their methodology. They first show how to specify requirements and make high-level design decisions during the definition phase. They next cover, in
great detail, the design phase, with clear explanations and demonstrations of each design principle and its real-world applications. Finally, they examine
problems unique to VUI design in system development, testing, and tuning. Key principles are illustrated with a running sample application. A companion Web
site provides audio clips for each example: www.VUIDesign.org The cover photograph depicts the first ASR system, Radio Rex: a toy dog who sits in his house
until the sound of his name calls him out. Produced in 1911, Rex was among the few commercial successes in earlier days of speech recognition. Voice User
Interface Design reveals the design principles and practices that produce commercial success in an era when effective ASRs are not toys but competitive
necessities.
A Pattern Approach to Interaction Design
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Proceedings of the Fifth International Conference on Computer-Aided Design of User Interfaces CADUI '2004
Through the Interface
Designing Interfaces
Patterns for Effective Interaction Design
Designing Voice User Interfaces
Exploring User Interfaces, UI Elements, Design Prototypes and the Figma UI Design Tool (English Edition)
Do you spend a lot of time during the design process wondering what users really need? Do you hate those endless meetings where you argue how the interface should work? Have you ever developed something that later had to
be completely redesigned? Paper Prototyping can help. Written by a usability engineer with a long and successful paper prototyping history, this book is a practical, how-to guide that will prepare you to create and test paper
prototypes of all kinds of user interfaces. You'll see how to simulate various kinds of interface elements and interactions. You'll learn about the practical aspects of paper prototyping, such as deciding when the technique is
appropriate, scheduling the activities, and handling the skepticism of others in your organization. Numerous case studies and images throughout the book show you real world examples of paper prototyping at work. Learn how to
use this powerful technique to develop products that are more useful, intuitive, efficient, and pleasing: * Save time and money - solve key problems before implementation begins * Get user feedback early - use it to focus the
development process * Communicate better - involve development team members from a variety of disciplines * Be more creative - experiment with many ideas before committing to one *Enables designers to solve design
problems before implementation begins *Five case studies provide real world examples of paper prototyping at work *Delves into the specifics of what types of projects paper prototyping is and isn't good for.
User interface (UI) design rules and guidelines, developed by early HCI gurus and recognized throughout the field, were based on cognitive psychology (study of mental processes such as problem solving, memory, and
language), and early practitioners were well informed of its tenets. But today practitioners with backgrounds in cognitive psychology are a minority, as user interface designers and developers enter the field from a wide array of
disciplines. HCI practitioners today have enough experience in UI design that they have been exposed to UI design rules, but it is essential that they understand the psychological basis behind the rules in order to effectively apply
them. In Designing with the Mind in Mind, best-selling author Jeff Johnson provides designers with just enough background in perceptual and cognitive psychology that UI design guidelines make intuitive sense rather than being
just a list of rules to follow. Provides an essential source for user interface design rules and how, when, and why to apply them Arms designers with the science behind each design rule, allowing them to make informed decisions
in projects, and to explain those decisions to others Equips readers with the knowledge to make educated tradeoffs between competing rules, project deadlines, and budget pressures Completely updated and revised, including
additional coverage in such areas as persuasion, cognitive economics and decision making, emotions, trust, habit formation, and speech UIs
The trick to great design is knowing how to think through each decision so that users don't have to. In Designing the Moment: Web Interface Design Concepts in Action, Robert Hoekman, Jr., author of Designing the Obvious,
presents over 30 stories that illustrate how to put good design principles to work on real-world web application interfaces to make them obvious and compelling. From the first impression to the last, Hoekman takes a think out
loud approach to interface design to show us how to look critically at design decisions to ensure that human beings, the kind that make mistakes and do things we don't expect, can walk away from our software feeling productive,
respected, and smart.
It also addresses User Interface Description Languages.
The Art of Human-computer Interface Design
Designing with the Mind in Mind
Brave NUI World
Search User Interface Design
SOA and Web Services Interface Design
User Interfaces for All
User Interface Design and Evaluation

User interface design is a challenging, multi-disciplinary activity that requires understanding a wide range of concepts and techniques that are often subjective and even conflicting.
Imagine how much it would help if there were a single perspective that you could use to simplify these complex issues down to a small set of objective principles. In UI is
Communication, Everett McKay explains how to design intuitive user interfaces by focusing on effective human communication. A user interface is ultimately a conversation between
users and technology. Well-designed user interfaces use the language of UI to communicate to users efficiently and naturally. They also recognize that there is an emotional human
being at the other end of the interaction, so good user interfaces strive to make an emotional connection. Applying what you learn from UI is Communication will remove much of the
mystic, subjectiveness, and complexity from user interface design, and help you make better design decisions with confidence. It’s the perfect introduction to user interface design.
Approachable, practical communication-based guide to interaction and visual design that you can immediately apply to projects to make solid design decisions quickly and confidently
Includes design makeovers so you can see the concepts in practice with real examples Communication-based design process ties everything from interaction to visual design together
Profiles Interface Concepts, a user interface consulting firm based in Seattle, Washington. Describes services offered, including conceptual design and workshops.
Design for New Media will be essential reading for students examining design and interaction design principles in their studies. It is suitable for courses and course-modules in
multimedia design, interaction design, web design and any design discipline that involves design for use.
In providing a theoretical framework for understanding human- computer interaction as well as design of user interfaces, this book combines elements of anthropology, psychology,
cognitive science, software engineering, and computer science. The framework examines the everyday work practices of users when analyzing and designing computer applications. The
text advocates the unique theory that computer application design is fundamentally a collective activity in which the various practices of the participants meet in a process of mutual
learning.
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Concepts & Design
Principles and Patterns for Rich Interactions
Designing the Moment
Intercultural User Interface Design
User Interface Design
Concepts And Design
A Structured Approach
Provides information on designing easy-to-use interfaces.
Solidly founded on 25 years of research and teaching, the author integrates the salient features of the subdisciplines of computer science into a comprehensive conceptual
framework for the design of human-computer interfaces. He combines definitions, models, taxonomies, structures, and techniques with extensive references and citations to
provide professors and students of all levels with a text and practical reference.
Discusses Web site hierarchy, usability, navigation systems, content labeling, configuring search systems, and managing the information architecture development process.
Search User Interfaces (SUIs) represent the gateway between people who have a task to complete, and the repositories of information and data stored around the world. Not
surprisingly, therefore, there are many communities who have a vested interest in the way SUIs are designed. There are people who study how humans search for information,
and people who study how humans use computers. There are people who study good user interface design, and people who design aesthetically pleasing user interfaces. There
are also people who curate and manage valuable information resources, and people who design effective algorithms to retrieve results from them. While it would be easy for one
community to reject another for their limited ability to design a good SUI, the truth is that they all can, and they all have made valuable contributions. Fundamentally, therefore, we
must accept that designing a great SUI means leveraging the knowledge and skills from all of these communities. The aim of this book is to at least acknowledge, if not integrate,
all of these perspectives to bring the reader into a multidisciplinary mindset for how we should think about SUI design. Further, this book aims to provide the reader with a
framework for thinking about how different innovations each contribute to the overall design of a SUI. With this framework and a multidisciplinary perspective in hand, the book
then continues by reviewing: early, successful, established, and experimental concepts for SUI design. The book then concludes by discussing how we can analyse and evaluate
the on-going developments in SUI design, as this multidisciplinary area of research moves forwards. Finally, in reviewing these many SUIs and SUI features, the book finishes by
extracting a series of 20 SUI design recommendations that are listed in the conclusions. Table of Contents: Introduction / Searcher-Computer Interaction / Early Search User
Interfaces / Modern Search User Interfaces / Experimental Search User Interfaces / Evaluating Search User Interfaces / Conclusions
Emotional Design
Information Architecture for the World Wide Web
Designing Natural User Interfaces for Touch and Gesture
Designing User Interfaces
Web Interface Design Concepts in Action
Interface Design for Learning
An Evaluation of Interface Design Concepts and Issues
In offices, colleges, and living rooms across the globe, learners of all ages are logging into virtual laboratories, online classrooms, and 3D worlds.
Kids from kindergarten to high school are honing math and literacy skills on their phones and iPads. If that weren't enough, people worldwide are
aggregating internet services (from social networks to media content) to learn from each other in “Personal Learning Environments.” Strange as it
sounds, the future of education is now as much in the hands of digital designers and programmers as it is in the hands of teachers. And yet, as
interface designers, how much do we really know about how people learn? How does interface design actually impact learning? And how do we design
environments that support both the cognitive and emotional sides of learning experiences? The answers have been hidden away in the research on
education, psychology, and human computer interaction, until now. Packed with over 100 evidence-based strategies, in this book you'll learn how to:
Design educational games, apps, and multimedia interfaces in ways that enhance learning Support creativity, problem-solving, and collaboration through
interface design Design effective visual layouts, navigation, and multimedia for online and mobile learning Improve educational outcomes through
interface design.
In SOA and Web Services Interface Design, data architecture guru James Bean teaches you how to design web service interfaces that are capable of being
extended to accommodate ever changing business needs and promote incorporation simplicity. The book first provides an overview of critical SOA
principles, thereby offering a basic conceptual summary. It then provides explicit, tactical, and real-world techniques for ensuring compliance with
these principles. Using a focused, tutorial-based approach the book provides working syntactical examples - described by Web services standards such as
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XML, XML Schemas, WSDL and SOAP - that can be used to directly implement interface design procedures, thus allowing you immediately generate value from
your efforts. In summary, SOA and Web Services Interface Design provides the basic theory, but also design techniques and very specific implementable
encoded interface examples that can be immediately employed in your work, making it an invaluable practical guide to any practitioner in today's
exploding Web-based service market. Provides chapters on topics of introductory WSDL syntax and XML Schema syntax, taking take the reader through
fundamental concepts and into deeper techniques and allowing them to quickly climb the learning curve. Provides working syntactical examples - described
by Web services standards such as XML, XML Schemas, WSDL and SOAP - that can be used to directly implement interface design procedures. Real-world
examples generated using the Altova XML Spy tooling reinforce applicability, allowing you to immediately generate value from their efforts.
A compendium of original articles and essays from leading thinkers in the computer industry, including Alan Kay, Nicholas Negroponte, and Don Norman,
surveys the range of issues relating to interface design
Why attractive things work better and other crucial insights into human-centered design Emotions are inseparable from how we humans think, choose, and
act. In Emotional Design, cognitive scientist Don Norman shows how the principles of human psychology apply to the invention and design of new
technologies and products. In The Design of Everyday Things, Norman made the definitive case for human-centered design, showing that good design
demanded that the user's must take precedence over a designer's aesthetic if anything, from light switches to airplanes, was going to work as the user
needed. In this book, he takes his thinking several steps farther, showing that successful design must incorporate not just what users need, but must
address our minds by attending to our visceral reactions, to our behavioral choices, and to the stories we want the things in our lives to tell others
about ourselves. Good human-centered design isn't just about making effective tools that are straightforward to use; it's about making affective tools
that mesh well with our emotions and help us express our identities and support our social lives. From roller coasters to robots, sports cars to smart
phones, attractive things work better. Whether designer or consumer, user or inventor, this book is the definitive guide to making Norman's insights
work for you.
Preliminary Concepts and Models
A Guide for Evaluating the Interface Design of Information Resources
Designing Web Interfaces
Android User Interface Design
Design Strategies for Learning Experiences
Essential Concepts for User Interface and Documentation Design
Design for New Media

Despite all of the UI toolkits available today, it's still not easy to design good application interfaces. This bestselling book is one of the few reliable sources to help you
navigate through the maze of design options. By capturing UI best practices and reusable ideas as design patterns, Designing Interfaces provides solutions to common
design problems that you can tailor to the situation at hand. This updated edition includes patterns for mobile apps and social media, as well as web applications and
desktop software. Each pattern contains full-color examples and practical design advice that you can use immediately. Experienced designers can use this guide as a
sourcebook of ideas; novices will find a roadmap to the world of interface and interaction design. Design engaging and usable interfaces with more confidence and less
guesswork Learn design concepts that are often misunderstood, such as affordances, visual hierarchy, navigational distance, and the use of color Get recommendations for
specific UI patterns, including alternatives and warnings on when not to use them Mix and recombine UI ideas as you see fit Polish the look and feel of your interfaces
with graphic design principles and patterns "Anyone who's serious about designing interfaces should have this book on their shelf for reference. It's the most
comprehensive cross-platform examination of common interface patterns anywhere."--Dan Saffer, author of Designing Gestural Interfaces (O'Reilly) and Designing for
Interaction (New Riders)
· The Goal· The Form· The Behavior· The Interaction· The Cast· The Gizmos
Offers advice on evaluating the user interface of multimedia products, while discussing the importance of interface design, selection of information retrieval resources,
and the design of evaluation checklists
Early user interface (UI) practitioners were trained in cognitive psychology, from which UI design rules were based. But as the field evolves, designers enter the field from
many disciplines. Practitioners today have enough experience in UI design that they have been exposed to design rules, but it is essential that they understand the
psychology behind the rules in order to effectively apply them. In Designing with the Mind in Mind, Jeff Johnson, author of the best selling GUI Bloopers, provides
designers with just enough background in perceptual and cognitive psychology that UI design guidelines make intuitive sense rather than being just a list of rules to
follow. The first practical, all-in-one source for practitioners on user interface design rules and why, when and how to apply them Provides just enough background into
the reasoning behind interface design rules that practitioners can make informed decisions in every project Gives practitioners the insight they need to make educated
design decisions when confronted with tradeoffs, including competing design rules, time constrictions, or limited resources
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Concepts, Methods, and Tools
Interface Concepts
User Interface Design for Programmers
Search-User Interface Design
The Art of Developing Easy-to-use Software
UI is Communication
User Interface Design Language
Written for programmers, user interface designers, and industrial engineers, this book is a highly practical and informative account of user interface design. The book progresses from concepts in basic
design through to general user interface design and concludes with a focus on computer user interface design.
Think about UIs using design thinking principles from an award winning graphic designer KEY FEATURES ● Practical knowledge of visual design basics and typography. ● Understand the modern UI
to kick-start your career with UI designs. ● Introduces you to explore UI designs for e-commerce web applications. DESCRIPTION From the initial introduction about the meaning behind interfaces to the
technical skills of thinking and designing a modern UI, this book will guide you on designing the UI of a screen for a real-world application, infused with the newly learned knowledge with the Figma
tool. You will be able to explore and practice visual design concepts, namely, color, contrast, balance, consistency, alignments, negative space, how to approach visual impairments, and many more. You
will be able to learn about one of the most critical elements of how to think about a UI for which you will explore concepts such as memory, vision, processing of info and objects, models of thinking, and
more. Furthermore, you will explore the Figma tool and a live practical example of how to design a UI for an e-commerce graphic application, including its shopping cart page and adding a payment
method screen. WHAT YOU WILL LEARN ● Get familiar with the basic visual design concepts. ● Understand the fundamentals of the User Interface and User Interaction. ● An overview of Search
Results, Font Psychology, and Typography. ● Learn to work with some common interface elements. ● Understand how real-time collaborative editing works in the Figma UI design tool. WHO THIS
BOOK IS FOR This book is literally for everyone! You should only be loaded with plenty of curiosity. No previous knowledge of the field is required. TABLE OF CONTENTS 1. Definition of the User
Interface 2. The Web and Graphic User Interfaces 3. Explanation to Typography 4. Visual Design Basics 5. Thinking About User Interaction 6. Usability 7. Know Your Habits 8. Interfaces’ Elements 9.
Foreword to an E-commerce 10. A Small Introduction to Figma 11. Building a Shopping Cart 12. Farewell and Future Considerations
Want to learn how to create great user experiences on today's Web? In this book, UI experts Bill Scott and Theresa Neil present more than 75 design patterns for building web interfaces that provide rich
interaction. Distilled from the authors' years of experience at Sabre, Yahoo!, and Netflix, these best practices are grouped into six key principles to help you take advantage of the web technologies
available today. With an entire section devoted to each design principle, Designing Web Interfaces helps you: Make It Direct-Edit content in context with design patterns for In Page Editing, Drag & Drop,
and Direct Selection Keep It Lightweight-Reduce the effort required to interact with a site by using In Context Tools to leave a "light footprint" Stay on the Page-Keep visitors on a page with overlays,
inlays, dynamic content, and in-page flow patterns Provide an Invitation-Help visitors discover site features with invitations that cue them to the next level of interaction Use Transitions-Learn when, why,
and how to use animations, cinematic effects, and other transitions React Immediately-Provide a rich experience by using lively responses such as Live Search, Live Suggest, Live Previews, and more
Designing Web Interfaces illustrates many patterns with examples from working websites. If you need to build or renovate a website to be truly interactive, this book gives you the principles for success.
Build Android 6 Material Design Apps That Are Stunningly Attractive, Functional, and Intuitive As Android development has matured and grown increasingly competitive, developers have recognized the
crucial importance of good design. With Material Design, Google introduced its most radical visual changes ever, and made effective design even more essential. Android 6 and the design support library
continue to push mobile design forward. In Android User Interface Design, Second Edition, leading Android developer and user experience (UX) advocate Ian G. Clifton shows how to combine
exceptional usability and outstanding visual appeal. Clifton helps you build apps that new users can succeed with instantly: apps that leverage users’ previous experience previous experience, reflect
platform conventions, and never test their patience. You won’t need any design experience: Clifton walks you through the entire process, from wireframes and flowcharts to finished apps with polished
animations and advanced compositing. You’ll find hands-on case studies and extensive downloadable sample code, including complete finished apps. • Integrate Material Design into backward
compatible Android 6 apps • Understand views, the building blocks of Android user interfaces • Make the most of wireframes and conceptual prototypes • Apply user-centered design throughout • Master
the essentials of typography and iconography • Use custom themes and styles for consistent visuals • Handle inputs and scrolling • Create beautiful transition animations • Use advanced components like
spans and image caches • Work with the canvas, color filters, shaders, and image compositing • Combine multiple views into efficient custom components • Customize views to meet unique drawing or
interaction requirements • Maximize downloads by designing compelling app store assets Step by step, this guide bridges the gap between Android developers and designers, so you can collaborate on
world-class app designs...or do it all yourself! “This well-presented, easy-to-grasp book gets to the heart of Android User Interface Design. Well worth the reading time!” --Dr. Adam Porter, University of
Maryland, Fraunhofer Center for Experimental Software Engineering "Ian's grasp of Android is fantastic, and this book is a great read for any developer or designer. I've personally worked on 30+
Android applications, and I was learning new tips with every chapter." --Cameron Banga, Lead Designer, 9magnets, LLC
Practical Speech User Interface Design
Simple Guide to Understanding User Interface Design Rules
Design Wise
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Language and Communication
The Fast and Easy Way to Design and Refine User Interfaces
Implementing Material Design for Developers
Computer-Aided Design of User Interfaces IV
Most programmers' fear of user interface (UI) programming comes from their fear of doing UI design. They think that UI design is like graphic
design—the mysterious process by which creative, latte-drinking, all-black-wearing people produce cool-looking, artistic pieces. Most programmers see
themselves as analytic, logical thinkers instead—strong at reasoning, weak on artistic judgment, and incapable of doing UI design. In this brilliantly
readable book, author Joel Spolsky proposes simple, logical rules that can be applied without any artistic talent to improve any user interface, from
traditional GUI applications to websites to consumer electronics. Spolsky's primary axiom, the importance of bringing the program model in line with the
user model, is both rational and simple. In a fun and entertaining way, Spolky makes user interface design easy for programmers to grasp. After reading
User Interface Design for Programmers, you'll know how to design interfaces with the user in mind. You'll learn the important principles that underlie all
good UI design, and you'll learn how to perform usability testing that works.
Everybody has problems using technology, from heating controls through to video recorders. Move to computers and the problems are even worse; even
the simplest computer programs seem to behave in strange ways. This book considers the problems of usability of technology and examines the factors
that play a role in the design of such systems. Its goal is to introduce students and those working in related areas to the issues and to support them in
analyzing problems and coming up with their own designs. It covers the issues surrounding the design of everyday technology before bringing computers
into the picture and looking at how those issues change with the design of the user interface to computer systems. There are plenty of good seminar style
exercises with accompanying guidelines. The text uses numerous real-world examples to get its message across and it does so in an 'amusing and
authoritative' style. It steers clear of technical issues which means that it is very general in nature, that it retains its relevance as technologies change
and that the text does not get bogged down in technical jargon. As well as the exercises, each chapter has an imaginary dialogue between Hemelsworth;
a frustrated lord, and his dim-witted butler Barker, who is prone to behaving like your average computer system. First printed and reprinted by Addison
Wesley, this timeless title is now available from Bosko Books. It is still relevant and useful, and continues to be used to teach interaction design courses
and computing courses relating to the user interface. More information and extracts at www.idhub.com/concepts
A guide for designing easy-to-use software, this book offers an on-the-job view of what it takes to create great products, offering practical tips and advice
instead of forcing the reader to extrapolate from abstract psychological theory. "Human Interface" targets a wide range of design issues, from taming the
incomprehensible interfaces of database systems and the Internet, to using sound and animation effectively in multimedia.
Voice user interfaces (VUIs) are becoming all the rage today. But how do you build one that people can actually converse with? Whether you’re designing
a mobile app, a toy, or a device such as a home assistant, this practical book guides you through basic VUI design principles, helps you choose the right
speech recognition engine, and shows you how to measure your VUI’s performance and improve upon it. Author Cathy Pearl also takes product
managers, UX designers, and VUI designers into advanced design topics that will help make your VUI not just functional, but great. Understand key VUI
design concepts, including command-and-control and conversational systems Decide if you should use an avatar or other visual representation with your
VUI Explore speech recognition technology and its impact on your design Take your VUI above and beyond the basic exchange of information Learn
practical ways to test your VUI application with users Monitor your app and learn how to quickly improve performance Get real-world examples of VUIs
for home assistants, smartwatches, and car systems
How to Design Intuitive, User Centered Interfaces by Focusing on Effective Communication
Paper Prototyping
The essentials of using interface design
A Human Activity Approach To User Interface Design
Simple Guide to Understanding User Interface Design Guidelines
Why We Love (or Hate) Everyday Things
Interface Design
The path for developing an internationally usable product with a human-machine interface is described in this textbook, from theory to conception and from design to practical implementation.
The most important concepts in the fields of philosophy, communication, culture and Ethnocomputing as the basis of intercultural user interface design are explained. The book presents directly
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usable and implementable knowledge that is relevant for the processes of internationalization and localization of software. Aspects of software ergonomics, software engineering and humancentered design are presented in an intercultural context; general and concrete recommendations and checklists for immediate use in product design are also provided. Each chapter includes the
target message, its motivation and theoretical justification as well as the practical methods to achieve the intended benefit from the respective topic. The book opens with an introduction
illuminating the background necessary for taking culture into account in Human Computer Interaction (HCI) design. Definitions of concepts are followed by a historical overview of the
importance of taking culture into account in HCI design. Subsequently, the structures, processes, methods, models, and approaches concerning the relationship between culture and HCI design are
illustrated to cover the most important questions in practice.
Computer interfaces and documentation are notoriously difficult for any user, regardless of his or her level of experience. Advances in technology are not making applications more friendly.
Introducing concepts from linguistics and language teaching, Language and Communication proposes a new approach to computer interface design. The book explains for the first time why the
much hyped user-friendly interface is treated with such derision by the user community. The author argues that software and hardware designers should consider such fundamental language
concepts as meaning, context, function, variety, and equivalence. She goes on to show how imagining an interface as a new language can be an invaluable design exercise, calling into question
deeply held beliefs and assumptions about what users will or will not understand. Written for a wide range of computer scientists and professionals, and presuming no prior knowledge of languagerelated terminology, this volume is a key step in the on-going information revolution.
Designing a good interface isn't easy. Users demand software that is well-behaved, good-looking, and easy to use. Your clients or managers demand originality and a short time to market. Your UI
technology -- web applications, desktop software, even mobile devices -- may give you the tools you need, but little guidance on how to use them well. UI designers over the years have refined the
art of interface design, evolving many best practices and reusable ideas. If you learn these, and understand why the best user interfaces work so well, you too can design engaging and usable
interfaces with less guesswork and more confidence. Designing Interfaces captures those best practices as design patterns -- solutions to common design problems, tailored to the situation at hand.
Each pattern contains practical advice that you can put to use immediately, plus a variety of examples illustrated in full color. You'll get recommendations, design alternatives, and warningson
when not to use them. Each chapter's introduction describes key design concepts that are often misunderstood, such as affordances, visual hierarchy, navigational distance, and the use of color.
These give you a deeper understanding of why the patterns work, and how to apply them with more insight. A book can't design an interface for you -- no foolproof design process is given here -but Designing Interfaces does give you concrete ideas that you can mix and recombine as you see fit. Experienced designers can use it as a sourcebook of ideas. Novice designers will find a
roadmap to the world of interface and interaction design, with enough guidance to start using these patterns immediately.
Although speech is the most natural form of communication between humans, most people find using speech to communicate with machines anything but natural. Drawing from psychology,
human-computer interaction, linguistics, and communication theory, Practical Speech User Interface Design provides a comprehensive yet concise survey of practical speech user interface (SUI)
design. It offers practice-based and research-based guidance on how to design effective, efficient, and pleasant speech applications that people can really use. Focusing on the design of speech user
interfaces for IVR applications, the book covers speech technologies including speech recognition and production, ten key concepts in human language and communication, and a survey of selfservice technologies. The author, a leading human factors engineer with extensive experience in research, innovation and design of products with speech interfaces that are used worldwide, covers
both high- and low-level decisions and includes Voice XML code examples. To help articulate the rationale behind various SUI design guidelines, he includes a number of detailed discussions of
the applicable research. The techniques for designing usable SUIs are not obvious, and to be effective, must be informed by a combination of critically interpreted scientific research and leading
design practices. The blend of scholarship and practical experience found in this book establishes research-based leading practices for the design of usable speech user interfaces for interactive
voice response applications.
Principles, Techniques, and Standards
Interaction Design for Multimedia and the Web
Principles of Conversational Experiences
The User Interface
Voice User Interface Design
A much-needed guide on how to apply patterns in user interface design While the subject of design patterns for software
development has been covered extensively, little has been written about the power of the pattern format in interface design. A
Pattern Approach to Interactive Design remedies this situation, providing for the first time an introduction to the concepts and
application of patterns in user interface design. The author shows interface designers how to structure and capture user interface
design knowledge from their projects and learn to understand each other's design principles and solutions. Key features of this
book include a comprehensive pattern language for the interface design of interactive exhibits as well as a thorough introduction
to original pattern work and its application in software development. The book also offers invaluable practical guidance for
interface designers, project managers, and researchers working in HCI, as well as for designers of interactive systems.
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